Hipster Habit App.com
made with love by:
@busterbenson
@ameliaagreenhall

I'm desperate for more ______ in my life.

- chill time
- sleep
- fun
- muscles
- romance
- good looks
- clarity
- productivity
- dolla bills
- friendship
- mindfulness

how to fold it:

① cut at dotted line
② fold like so
③ fold it some more?

or google "pocket mod"

LEVEL ONE

LEVEL TWO

LEVEL THREE

LEVEL FOUR

Level one: I will
next week. I will

Therefore, starting

when the clock strikes

EVERY DAY

for 0 min 0 min
0 am
0 pm

Start Here

Day 1: Do you really

Day 2: Are you subtle?

Day 3: Can you do

Day 4: Is it even

Day 5: Are you ready?

Day 6: Now about

Day 7: Now about

When you have to remind

My phone alarm or

I created a monthly

habit & reminder. If necessary,

called my mom about this.

Tweeted or shared on

I completed 30 days on

I want to add 5 minutes to my habit.

I want to turn off my alarm and
do this immediately after !

I completed 60 days on:

I completed 90 days on:

I will continue doing this on my own:

I will start another habit.

I win!

LAVAVES

The man on the mountain.

You passed!

I'm totally psyched?

Start date:

Start date:

Watchling

Not long ago, just an egg you are making progress.

Resting monarch

You can reproduce how by printing out fresh copies!